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Abstract
Experiments showed that dust beds continuously eject
small, micron sized particles under illumination at
mbar pressure [3, 6]. Temperature gradients within
the illuminated dust bed induce forces (photophore-
sis, Knudsen compressor effects) which eject surface
particles. We discovered in microgravity experiments
that this effect is not linear with gravity (g-levels) but
follows a 1/g-function and hence is very efficient at
small g-accelerations. The ejection mechanism helps
to solve the problem of lifting dust on Mars. At the low
atmospheric pressures (mbar) on Mars wind speeds are
in general to low to lift dust particles by gas drag alone
[2, 5] . Wurm et al. (2008) [7] reported that pho-
tophoretic particle ejections actually work on Mars.
In this presentation the results of microgravity parti-
cle ejection experiments are presented.

1. Introduction and Experiments
The continuous particle ejections of an illuminated
dust bed is caused by a solid state greenhouse effect
and photophoresis [3, 6].
Illuminated dust beds develop and inverse tempera-
ture gradient pointing from a subsurface temperature
maximum (solid state greenhouse effect) towards the
cooler surface [4]. The dust bed heats up due to ab-
sorption and only the surface can cool by thermal ra-
diation. Hence, the temperature maximum is within
the dust sample slightly below the surface covered by
a few layers of dust aggregates [4]. The surface aggre-
gates therefore have a temperature gradient.
At low ambient pressures (mbar) particle with a tem-
perature difference over their surface experience a
photophoretic force which accelerates the particle in
general in the direction from warm to cold. In the
case of the illuminates dust bed this direction is – due
to the solid state greenhouse effect – away from the
surface. If the photophoretic force overcomes cohe-
sion and gravity, the surface dust aggregates are re-
leased from the dust bed into the surroundings (Fig.1).
Typical pressures needed are some mbar at several

Figure 1: Principle of photophoretic force acting on
dust particles [3].

kW/m2 light intensity.
In 0g-experiments (0g,1g,2g) we explored the influ-
ence of gravity on the ejection effect in order to bet-
ter understand the relevance of this effect on dust phe-
nomena on Mars. The experiments showed that the
ejection rate highly increases at g-levels� 1g and are
nearly negligible in 2g (Fig.2, Fig.3). We found that

Figure 2: Example of dust eruptions in different g-
levels with 5mbar ambient pressure.

the number of ejected particles N (mass loss rate or
erosion) follows a 1/g-function of the form

N ∝ 1
d · g + 1

, (1)

(Fig.3) where g is the gravitational acceleration and d
is a factor of all unknown parameters like e.g. particle
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properties or gas parameters.

Figure 3: Example: Normalized number of ejected
particles over gravity.

2. Application
In general wind speeds on Mars seem to be to low
to lift dust by gas drag alone at ambient pressures of
some mbar [2, 5]. However, dust phenomena like dust
storms or dust devils are commonly observed on Mars.
Even at higher elevations of several km – like inactive
volcanoes – where the ambient pressure is reduced to
∼ 1 mbar active dust devils are observed. At such low
pressures even higher wind speeds would be needed
for dust lift. Our experiments showed that light in-
duced particle ejections are more massive at reduced
gravity (Mars: 0.38g) and work best at pressures of
some mbar. We suggest that dust phenomena on Mars
might be triggerd by light induce particle ejections. At
least photophoretic ejections support other dust lifting
processes. The results of our present and upcoming
0g experiments on particle ejections indicate that the
light induced ejection mechanism is a key process to
understand the dust lifting on Mars.

3. Summary and Conclusions
Our experiments showed that light induced particle
ejections caused by a solid state greenhouse effect and
photophoresis might play key role in dust lifting pro-
cesses on Mars. We found that the particle ejections
are strongly g-dependent and follow a 1/g law. The
0g experiments help to understand the effeciency of
this special erosion mechanism on bodies with reduced
gravity like e.g. Mars (0.38g) but also planetesimals
(µg). Especially on Mars the light induced particle
ejections might shed some light on the until to date not
fully understood problem of how dust particles can be

lifted from the martian surface into the atmosphere by
e.g. dust storms and dust devils [1]. Additional experi-
ments in June 2011 with 0.18g (Moon conditions) and
0.38g (exact Mars conditions) will complement our re-
sults.
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